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I.

Context and Background

The Greensboro Urban Area consists of the City of Greensboro, the Towns of Oak Ridge,
Pleasant Garden, Sedalia, Stokesdale, and Summerfield, and much of unincorporated Guilford County. It
is part of the larger Piedmont Triad region of North Carolina, which includes the cities of Winston-Salem,
High Point, and Burlington. This plan focuses specifically on the Greensboro Urban Area, shown in Figure
1.

Figure 1. Greensboro Urban Area Metropolitan Planning Organization boundary.

The Greensboro Urban Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) coordinates
transportation planning and funding between municipalities, the county, the state, and the federal
government. For more details about the area and the MPO visit www.guampo.org.
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1.1

What is the Coordinated Human Services Transportation Plan?

The Coordinated Human Services Transportation Plan (the “Coordinated Plan”) is a federally
required plan targeting the transportation needs of older adults, individuals with disabilities, and people
with low incomes. For these groups, the Coordinated Plan: (1) assesses the transportation services
currently available; (2) identifies unmet transportation needs; (3) identifies coordination opportunities
and needs to eliminate or reduce duplication in services; (4) identifies strategies for more efficient
utilization of resources; (4) develops strategies, activities, and/or projects to address unmet needs; and
(5) develops a competitive selection process for use in ranking projects by reviewing process options,
identifying criteria, and developing priorities for implementation based on resources and feasibility of
implementation.
The Coordinated Plan is also used to guide the selection process for discretionary federal transit
grants available to public agencies, non-profits, and private organizations in the Greensboro Urban Area.

1.2

Coordinated Plan History and the 2014 Coordinated Plan Update

The Coordinated Plan was first mandated under the federal surface transportation authorization
act SAFETEA-LU, which was in effect from 2005 through 2012. SAFETEA-LU made available discretionary
transit grants for MPOs to direct to eligible projects. These grants included the Job Access Reverse
Commute (JARC / Section 5316)) and New Freedom (Section 5317) Programs. The Coordinated Plan was
the means through which the MPO established its goals and criteria for selecting projects in the MPO
area. The Coordinated Plan also addressed the Elderly Individuals and Individuals with Disabilities
programs, although these funds were to be directed by the NCDOT (Section 5310).
The MPO adopted its first Coordinated Plan in 2008. The MPO, in cooperation with the
Greensboro Transit Authority (GTA) and Guilford County Transportation and Mobility Services (TAMS),
held a public workshop at the beginning of the planning process to receive input from paratransit
stakeholders and customers. The workshop asked participants to identify a desired transportation
vision, unmet needs, service gaps, and priorities for implementation. Roughly twenty participants
representing older adults and individuals with disabilities attended the workshop. Workshop participant
input defined the core elements of the Coordinated Plan.
In 2012, Greensboro Urban Area MPO staff updated the Coordinated Plan in response to federal
regulation that requires an update to the plan every four years. MPO staff analyzed the 2008
Coordinated Plan and found most of the unmet transportation needs and priorities were still relevant.
MPO staff decided to seek input on how to update and refine the existing Plan instead of starting from
scratch. A handout and survey were emailed to the MPO distribution list as well as to GTA and Guilford
County TAMS paratransit distribution lists. The survey responses were factored into the existing Plan’s
framework. MPO staff also took comments during the public review period and held an Open House to
review the Coordinated Plan and other transportation plans. MPO staff revised the Draft Coordinated
Plan to include the unmet needs and priorities that individuals communicated during the public
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comment period. The final plan was adopted by the MPO Transportation Advisory Committee on April
25, 2012.
It was necessary for the MPO to update the Coordinated Plan in 2013 as well due to changes in
funding programs and planning requirements at the federal level. The current federal surface
transportation authorization act Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21) (adopted in
2012 after the 2012 Coordinated Plan and project selection process was completed) terminated the
JARC and New Freedom programs starting in FY 2013. However, the Section 5310 was modified to
Enhanced Mobility for Seniors and Individuals With Disabilities, and part of the funding was allocated for
distribution through MPOs.
Under SAFETEA-LU, Section 5310 was administered by each State. Under MAP-21 States still
administer the Section 5310 funds allocated for rural areas and small urbanized areas. However in
urbanized areas with populations greater than 200,000 the MPO is responsible for selecting projects and
the local designated recipient is responsible for grants administration and working directly with FTA to
secure the funding in compliance with all applicable regulations. The City of Greensboro, which was the
designated recipient for JARC and New Freedom funds, became the designated recipient for Section
5310 funds in early 2013.
As part of the development of the 2013 update, the Greensboro Urban Area MPO held a public
information workshop on May 20, 2013, at Greensboro’s Central Library. This informational workshop
allowed interested parties to come and review the updated document, talk to staff, ask questions, and
provide comments on the document. The comments that were received from this workshop, along with
comments received during the public review period, were incorporated into the update. More
information on the public workshop and the outreach efforts of the Greensboro Urban Area MPO can be
found in the section entitled Public Outreach of the 2013 Update and in Appendix A. The 2013 update
was adopted by the Transportation Advisory Committee on June 26, 2013.
The 2014 Coordinated Plan Update has been undertaken to include a competitive selection
process and non-profit organization eligibility and to provide for the disbursement of any such SAFETEALU era JARC or New Freedom funding as might come available. The document has also been edited in
several other respects. First, the layout of the 2008, 2012, and 2013 documents has been streamlined
and consolidated to enhance the logical flow and consistency of the Plan. The analysis of demographic
trends and needs developed under the 2013 update in light of 2010 U.S. Census and other current
sources has been retained and expanded somewhat. The priorities expressed in the documents have
been reviewed and revised, as has the discussion of the financial constraints of the grant programs.
Importantly, although the needs expressed in the original Coordinated Plan may still be relevant, the
2014 Plan focuses on those needs that are currently most important and feasible for implementation
given the current fiscal and budgetary constraints and institutional infrastructure.
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The process used for the Plan update started with an initial public involvement phase. A public
workshop was held on April 10, 2014 at Greensboro’s Central Library and a public survey was sent to
MPO distribution list. The goal was to gather public comments on how to revise the plan, and to get
feedback on Greensboro Transit Authority Specialized Community Area Transportation (SCAT), Guilford
County Transportation and Mobility Services (TAMS), and non-profit organization services. Additionally
the commenters indicated their priorities for selecting projects and their thoughts regarding
prioritization criteria for the Federal Funding Section 5310 Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and Individuals
with Disabilities Program. The comments received from emails and in the workshop helped the MPO
staff develop criteria to select projects for Section 5310 as well as to revise the Coordinated Plan more
generally. More information on the public workshop and the outreach efforts of the Greensboro MPO
can be found in the Appendix A: Public Involvement and Outreach.
The second 30-day public review period on Draft Coordinated Plan Update and competitive
selection process ran from May 7, 2014 to June 6, 2014. The comments that were received by emails
were incorporated into the update and can be found in the Appendix A: Public Involvement and
Outreach.
Although Section 5316 JARC funding was terminated under MAP-21 starting in FY 2014, the
North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT) still has left over SAFETA-LU era Section 5316
JARC Funds lapsing at the end of Federal Fiscal Year 2014 (September 30, 2014). These funds were
originally slated for rural and smaller urban systems, but went unused due to a lack of demand and
matching fund capacity. Therefore the NCDOT, in consultation with the FTA, solicited the large MPOarea applicants to apply for these funds before the end of the State Fiscal Year, June 30, 2014.
Since for the FY 2014 cycle NCDOT informed the MPO that there was a possibility of receiving
JARC lapsing funds the call for projects for JARC funding in addition to the Section 5310 funding are the
main focus of this plan. The NCDOT asked the MPO to (1) issue a call for project proposals for JARC
funding; (2) rank the project requests by need and priority and; (3) forward its ranked and prioritized
project list in the form of a request for funding to NCDOT to evaluate by May 23, 2014.
Therefore, the 2014 Update Coordinated Plan may also be used to disburse funds from pre-MAP
21 JARC and New Freedom programs for FY 2014, as well as for later years, if there turns out to be any
such funding availability at that time. For the FY 2014, NCDOT informed that $564,025 was available for
Greensboro MPO to access.

1.3

Coordinated Plan Document Organization

Section II of the Plan Update discusses the federal transit program (Section 5310) whose funding
prioritization is guided by the Coordinated Plan. It also goes over the remaining eligibility for JARC and
New Freedom programs.
Currently available targeted transportation services are identified in the Section III.
Coordinated Human Services Transportation Plan
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Section IV provides a needs-assessment conducted to analyze service and demographic trends
and lay the groundwork for decisions on how limited Section 5310 funding should be spent in the
Greensboro Urban Area. This analysis is compared against the needs expressed in the public workshop
that took place in 2008 and the update that was completed in 2013. It explores how the ideas that came
out of the visioning process at that time still reflect the needs of residents today, but also the fact that
significant funding constraints limit the opportunities for expanding programs to fill unmet needs
beyond making sure existing service levels are not reduced. A recommendation of how to prioritize
funding is included at the conclusion of this section.
Section V provides a short outline of the public involvement process that took place with this
update to the Coordinated Plan. The public workshop was held on April 10, 2014 and public survey was
sent by email to MPO distributed list to gather public information on how to revise the plan and how to
identify criteria to select projects. The Draft Plan is sent to public to review and comment from May 7 to
June 6, 2014. Appendix A has more detailed information about the public involvement efforts of the
Greensboro Urban Area MPO.
Section VI describes the project selection process and what projects the MPO Transportation
Advisory Committee will choose from when allocating funding annually for Section 5310 funds. Section
VII then provides a conclusion and addresses the next steps. Appendices are included after this final
section documenting public outreach and other important information.

II.

Federal Funding Programs

The Coordinated Plan guides the MPO in awarding federal funds for the Enhanced Mobility of
Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities (Section 5310) and any available Section 5316 and Section 5317
program funds as may be available. Projects selected for these programs must be identified as a need in
the Coordinated Plan. Unlike the requirements for the JARC and New Freedom programs, under MAP-21
there is no requirement for Section 5310 funds to be distributed through a competitive selection
process. In 2013, the MPO created a qualitative-based decision making process for distributing funds to
the most needed public transportation agencies in the Greensboro Urban Area. However in adopting
the FY 2013 Coordinated Plan the Transportation Advisory Committee determined to prepare a FY 2014
update to reinstate a competitive selection process and to provide the opportunity for eligible
nonprofits to compete for funding as well as public transit agencies. More information about this
process is found in the Selection Process and Prioritization section.
As mentioned earlier, the JARC and New Freedom programs were repealed by MAP-21 and no
longer have a dedicated funding source other than left over SAFETEA-LU era funds. However, JARC- and
New Freedom-type projects are still eligible for funding under other sections of MAP-21. Projects that
follow New Freedom program guidelines are eligible for funds under the new Section 5310 program.
JARC projects may be eligible for funds under Section 5307 (Urbanized Area Formula Grants) or
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5311(Formula Grants for Rural Areas). Also, any remaining pre-MAP-21 JARC and New Freedom funding
as may be made available to the MPO will be directed in accordance with the Coordinated Plan.

2.1

Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities
Program (Section 5310)

The amount of funding available to the MPO area each year is based on federal funding
distribution formulas. Federal funding levels authorized by MAP-21 for Section 5310 for FY 2014 and
2015 amounts to about $239,000 each year for the Greensboro Urban Area. The Section 5310 Program
is described in more detail below.
Section 5310 funds are available for capital and operating expenses for transportation services
that address the needs of seniors and individuals with disabilities. At least 55% of program funds must
be used on capital projects that serve the special needs of transit-dependent populations beyond
traditional public transportation service, where public transportation is insufficient, inappropriate, or
unavailable. The acquisition of public transportation services via contracting is considered an eligible
capital expense. The remaining 45% may be used to serve the special needs of transit-dependent
populations for (1) projects that exceed the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
act; (2) project[s] that improve access to fixed route service and decrease reliance on complementary
paratransit; and (3) projects that are alternatives to public transportation.i
Grant recipients are required to match federal amounts at a rate of 80% federal to 20% local
(provided by the project sponsor) for capital projects, and at a rate of 50% federal to 50% local (provided
by the project sponsor) for operating assistance projects. The project proponents must explain their
projects in detail and demonstrate their ability to provide matching funds.
Projects that were originally funded under the New Freedom Program (Section 5317) are
eligible for funding under Section 5310, provided that they meet the same requirements under New
Freedom Program guidance. The City of Greensboro retains 10% of Section 5310 funds as an eligible
expense for implementing the program and administering the grant awards.
While the MPO administers the selection process the City of Greensboro administers the actual
funding grant awards for the Section 5310 program. This role is called the designated recipient and
makes the city responsible for oversight. It allows Federal Transit Administration (FTA) funding for the
area to pass through the designated recipient to organizations providing transportation services.
Because the City already works with FTA funding programs, stakeholders agreed that it was the logical
choice to administer the funds. Appendix D includes a copy of the City’s request to be the designated
recipient and a copy the MPO’s resolution towards this.
Projects for this program must be “included in” the local Coordinated Plan, according to MAP-21
legislation and Title 49 USC 5310. The projects must serve seniors and/or individuals with disabilities; be
provided by eligible public, private, and/or nonprofit organizations; and be coordinated with
transportation services assisted by other Federal departments and agencies, including Department of
Coordinated Human Services Transportation Plan
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Health and Human Services. This update to the Plan lists the possible projects for the Greensboro Urban
Area in order to meet these requirements.
To see more information about the Coordinated Plan and to see previous grant recipients for
JARC and New Freedom projects, please visit the Coordinated Plan website for the City of Greensboro.
Previous grant recipients will be listed in Appendix C of this document. Information about federal
funding programs from the FTA can be found at the FTA Formula Grants webpage. For updates from the
FTA on MAP-21 changes and developments, see their MAP-21 webpage.

III. Available Targeted Transportation Services
A variety of transportation services are available in the Greensboro Urban Area for seniors,
individuals with disabilities and people with low incomes. This section provides an overview of the
available services in the Greensboro Urban Area.
Greensboro Transit Authority Specialized Community Area Transportation (SCAT) GTA offers the SCAT Service, a shared-ride transportation service for eligible riders
who have a disability that makes it difficult or impossible to ride fixed-route buses. GTA administers the
SCAT rider eligibility process. Once approved, clients may use the service for all trip purposes. Approved
riders are required to place a reservation a day in advance to ensure that a SCAT van will pick up and
drop off a client within a pre-determined time frame. SCAT operates beyond the normal fixed-route
service hours on weekdays (5:15 am – 11:30 pm), Saturdays (6 am – 10 pm), and Sunday (6am – 6pm)
offering extended hours to begin earlier to accommodate riders requiring rides to early morning dialysis
services. These rides will generally begin between 4 am and 4:30 am to get riders to their destination by
5:15 am. Otherwise, SCAT operates the same hours as fixed route service, including Sundays from 6 am
– 6pm. The service is available 362 days of the year. The service also operates beyond the ADA
mandated service zone of three-quarters of a mile from fixed-route service to pick up passengers
citywide. SCAT made about 201,000 trips in fiscal year 2013. For more information visit the Specialized
Community Area Transportation (SCAT) webpage.
Greensboro Transit Authority’s fixed-route bus service – GTA operates 15 bus routes running Monday
through Saturdays and seven modified routes on Sunday. Each route has 30 minute headways with the
exception of Route 15 which operates once an hour. Many GTA users with mobility limitations must opt
for SCAT service instead since physical barriers and/or inadequate sidewalks prevent them from taking
the bus.
Guilford County Transportation and Mobility Services (TAMS) –
TAMS paratransit services are open to residents in Guilford County
without access to GTA in Greensboro or Hi-Tran in High Point. The
agency is a result of a consolidation effort from the 1990s. Prior to
TAMS, individual human services agencies were each operating transportation for their clients.
Transportation is available for medical appointments, employment, education, senior services, nutrition
Coordinated Human Services Transportation Plan
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sites and adult day care. TAMS offers a variety of transportation programs each with different eligibility
criteria. Programs include Non-emergency Medical Transportation, Senior Services Transportation,
Continuing Ed Bus Transportation, and 24/7 Employment Transportation. Visit the Guilford County
Transportation and Mobility Services (TAMS) webpage for more information.
Piedmont Authority for Regional Transportation (PART) - The Piedmont Authority for Regional
Transportation, a regional transit authority, operates bus service and commuter vanpools throughout
the Piedmont Triad. PART also operates a shuttle service connecting the PART hub at NC 68 / I-40 to the
Piedmont Triad International Airport (PTI) area. Additionally, PART operates a bus service that connects
medical patients in the Triad region to UNC and Duke Hospitals in the Triangle region.
PART continues to play an increasingly important role in regional transportation coordination. With
funding support directed by the Greensboro Urban Area MPO under the STP-DA funding program PART
has established a Regional Call Center for Triad transit authorities and is working towards formalizing
the partnership and implementing the project. Visit www.partnc.org for more information.
Non-profit Transportation Providers – Non-profit transportation providers typically target their services
to specific groups within the community. Examples of regional non-profit transportation providers
include:


Shepherd’s Wheels program operated by the Shepherd’s Center of Greensboro – Non-medical
transportation to individuals living within the city limits of Greensboro.



Senior Resources of Guilford – Senior Resources of Guilford has identified a need to provide
round trip, door-to-door transportation for non-English speaking elderly refugees (age 60+) who
participate in the Community Nutrition Program and/or the agency’s English for Speakers of
Other Languages (ESOL) classes taught at the Greensboro Senior Center. The agency has also
identified a need to expand the capacity to provide quality of life grocery/pharmacy shopping
trips for older adults (age 60+) who participate in the agency's 7 Community Nutrition sites in
the greater Greensboro area.

Private Transportation Providers – Private taxis are an alternate to public agencies and non-profit
transportation providers.

IV. Needs Assessment
This needs assessment first follows an exploration and analysis of the demographic and service
trends that are shaping demand for specialized public transportation services in the Greensboro Urban
Area. Next it discusses the previous public involvement in the original conception of the Coordinated
Plan and the ideas that were generated from that. These ideas have been consolidated to identify those
that are the most feasible and practical in the current funding environment. They have also been refined
to sharpen their focus on the needs of seniors and individuals with disabilities. It is clear that even as
demand for transportation services is on the rise, funding is more constrained than ever. The most
Coordinated Human Services Transportation Plan
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logical approach is to support the existing services that have the greatest impact on the community and
projects that allow for more efficient delivery of services to constituents.

4.1

Demographic Trends

By identifying trends in the demographic characteristics of the Greensboro Urban Area, it is
possible to estimate the level of demand for transportation services that will need to be planned for.
This analysis will cover the age, disability, and poverty trends that are causing demand for
transportation services aimed at seniors and individuals with disabilities to increase.
Shifts in the demographics and social characteristics of the City of Greensboro and Guilford
County show an aging population with an increasingly greater share of elderly residents. As the
population of Guilford County has steadily increased, growing by 16.0% between 2000 and 2010ii, the
share of residents over age 65 has also increased, from 11.8% in 2000iii to 12.3% in 2010.iv This share will
continue to climb over the coming decades, as it is predicted by the North Carolina Office of State
Budget and Management that by 2030 16.9% of Guilford County residents will be over age 65.v In
contrast, in the City of Greensboro this share has decreased slightly, slipping from 11.9% in 2000vi to
11.5% in 2010.vii However, between 2000 and 2010, the 55-64 age category had the highest rate of
growth in the City.viii Although there are no similar projections on hand for the split of age categories in
two decades for the City as there is for the County, it could safely be assumed that the City of
Greensboro will have similar conditions. Considering that the City and County will have significant
increases in their senior populations in the next few decades, providing transportation services to
seniors will continue to be an essential element of the region’s transportation system.
City of Greensboro

Guilford County

Guilford County

Census
2000

Census
2010

%
increase

Census
2000

Census
2010

%
increase

Census
2010

Estimated
2030

%
increase

Total
population

223,891

269,666

20.40%

421,048

488,406

16.00%

488,406

628,629

29%

Under 18
years old

49,900

88,230

76.80%

99,839

114,483

14.70%

114,483

119,306

4%

18-54

130,343

149,247

14.50%

235,818

257,694

9.30%

257,694

323,586

26%

55 - 64

17,069

28,216

65.30%

35,915

56,106

56.20%

56,106

70,156

25%

Over 65
years old

26,579

30,973

16.50%

49,476

60,123

21.50%

60,123

115,581

92%

Median
Age

33

33.4

1.20%

34.9

36.3

4.00%

36.3

38.44

6%
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City of Greensboro
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Data source: Census 2000; Census 2010
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Data source: Census 2000; Census 2010; North Carolina State Budget and Management
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Data on residents with disabilities have been collected by the U.S. Census Bureau for Guilford
County and the City of Greensboro. At first glance, these data appear to show a significant decline in the
number of residents with disabilities in Guilford County and the City of Greensboro. Comparing data
from 2000 to 2011 shows a decline in residents with disabilities from 19.1% of the population to 10.7%
of the population in Guilford County,ix and a similarly large drop from 18.8% to 9.8% in the City of
Greensboro.x Among residents aged 65 and older, the share of the population with a disability has
declined from 42.4% in 2000 to 34.7% in 2011 in Guilford County,xi with very similar shares in the City of
Greensboro (42.2% to 34%).xii Unfortunately, this information is misleading because there were
methodological problems with the questions used to measure the number of persons with disabilities in
the 2000 Census.xiii The result of these issues was an over reporting of persons with disabilities on the
long form of the 2000 Census. Therefore, the decline in persons with disabilities between 2000 and 2011
may be a statistical aberration. While the number of persons with disabilities may not be as high as
originally estimated, there are still large proportions of residents with disabilities in Guilford County and
Greensboro that require specialized transportation services.
U.S. Census data on poverty show a significant need for individuals with disabilities to receive
extra support in order to get by. In Guilford County in 1999, 14.8% of residents with a disability had
income below the poverty level, while 9.0% of residents without a disability had incomes below the
poverty line. xiv According to the 2009-2011 American Community Survey (ACS), things have only gotten
worse for both areas of the population. 17.4% of all residents without a disability had an income in the
last twelve months before the survey that was below the poverty line, compared with 21.2% of
residents with a disability.xv In the 18 to 64 age range, the numbers are even higher: 16.1% for those
without a disability have poverty-level incomes, compared with 26.8% for those that do have a
disability.xvi In the City of Greensboro poverty has increased to the point where one in five children are
now affected by it.xvii
The 2009-2011 ACS also indicates that the employment status of individuals with disabilities is
worse than for those without disabilities. 21.2% of individuals with disabilities who are in the labor force
are unemployed, compared to 11.3% of individuals without disabilities.xviii Out of those that are not in
the labor force, 23.9% of these individuals are disabled. Individuals with disabilities are more often in
poverty and are more likely to be unemployed. If someone becomes disabled, they may be more likely
to leave the labor force as well.
As has already been stated, disability data from the 2000 Census must be considered carefully
because of the methodological problems surrounding how the data was collected. In addition, it must be
noted that the 2009-2011 ACS has wide margins of error in determining the actual numbers of different
types of populations in poverty and those with and without disabilities in the labor force. However, even
at the lower end of its margin of error, almost one quarter (23.6%) of residents with disabilities in the 18
to 64 age range had incomes below the poverty level. Given the lack of disposable income for individuals
with disabilities, it is increasingly more important that these individuals receive support for essential
transportation services to allow them to remain mobile.

Coordinated Human Services Transportation Plan
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4.2

Service Provider Trends

The Greensboro Transit Authority (GTA) has seen total annual ridership increase significantly
between 2003 and 2013, from 2,891,734 unlinked trips to 4,610,123 unlinked trips.xix SCAT ridership has
also climbed over these years, increasing almost every year from 2003 to 2013. There were 115,341
trips in 2003, compared to 201,727 in 2013 – an increase of 74.9%.xx Despite this increase in rides, the
average SCAT farebox recovery rate for this period has been only 4.4%.xxi This means that fare revenues
pay for only 4.4% of operating expenses on the SCAT system. This number has fluctuated slightly from
year to year, but almost never exceeds 5%. Even as the recovery rate has stayed low, paratransit fares
have increased from $1.10 in 2007 to $1.50 at present.xxii While seniors and individuals with disabilities
who rely on this service will find it more difficult to pay for rides if fares continue to increase, SCAT fares
are significantly less then typically found in the paratransit industry.

GTA Fixed Route Ridership
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GTA SCAT Ridership
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Data Source: Greensboro Transit Authority

GTA and SCAT are dependent upon other sources of funding to keep service at its current level.
Although the share of operating funds covered by fare revenues for the entire system has increased in
recent years, from a low of 10% of operating funds in 2007 to 18% in 2011, local and state funds have
fluctuated and federal assistance declined in 2011.xxiii Even as ridership has continued to increase, riders
have been required to pay a greater share of the service. Unfortunately, operating costs have helped to
drive this trend, as paratransit operating expenses increased by $9.11 per trip between 2005 and 2012.
In 2012, operating expense per passenger trip for paratransit was $30.40. Federal and other assistance
will be necessary to keep current service levels and expand service as demand for SCAT becomes
greater.

Coordinated Human Services Transportation Plan
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GTA Financial Information
Fare Revenues
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Data Source: National Transit Database
Guilford County Transportation and Mobility Services (TAMS) has seen different trends in its
service and funding capacity. Their ability to provide service is significantly dependent on the amount of
outside funding they receive. This was especially evident between 2005 and 2006, as annual trips
plunged from 241,656 to 117,971 and operating funds were almost cut in half, from about $3 million to
$1.6 million.xxiv As funding rebounded in 2008 and 2009, annual trips jumped from 149,500 to
263,340.xxv This was also the result of changes to eligibility requirements that allowed a greater share of
residents to use the transportation services. Since 2009 the eligibility requirements have been tightened
to focus more on seniors, individuals with disabilities, and low-income residents, causing trips to decline
back to around 215,000 annual trips.xxvi
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Guilford County TAMS Ridership
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Securing funding and controlling operating expenses have been significant issues for TAMS over
the years. Funding sources have shifted drastically, with state and local funding sources declining sharply
from 2005 to 2011 and federal assistance now covering more than 85% of their operating funds.xxvii
Although a single one-way fare was increased from $1.60 to $2.50 two years ago, fare revenues have
typically made up only one to four percent of operating funds between 2005 and 2011.xxviii In addition to
these shifts, TAMS began operating their service in-house as of June 2013. Previously TAMS typically
contracted out the service to another provider organization, but it has been able to purchase its own
vehicles with federal capital assistance over the last few years. TAMS must continue to get the
assistance that it needs so that it can continue to provide these essential services even in a difficult
funding environment.
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Guilford County TAMS Financial Information
Fare Revenues
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Total
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Data Source: National Transit Database

As the population continues to age and senior residents become a larger section of society, it
will be extremely important for them to have access to transportation services if they are disabled or are
otherwise unable to use fixed-route service. The public transportation agencies of GTA and TAMS that
provide the vast majority of the paratransit service in the Greensboro Urban Area will need to have
reliable sources of funding in order to continue functioning and meeting travel demand. Seniors and
individuals with disabilities who may be on fixed incomes and in poverty are especially vulnerable to
increased transportation costs and may not be able to afford their own private transportation.

4.3

Previous Public Involvement and Needs Identified

The initial public workshop in 2008 brought together representatives from human service
organizations and transit riders to discuss the transportation needs of elderly and disabled residents in the
Greensboro Urban Area. Through a visioning process and open discussion, ideas were generated and needs
were identified to help inform the development of the Coordinated Plan. The 2012 update to the
Coordinated Plan built on the results of this process and added new comments and ideas gathered from
the intervening years. The ideas and needs identified were placed into six categories: improved marketing
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outreach and awareness; accessible, safe convenient infrastructure; systems efficiencies; comprehensive
service enhancements; inter-/intra- coordination and communication; and innovative resource
development. A strategy of implementation that noted key objectives and prioritized idea categories was
created as part of the process.

4.4

Unmet Needs Identified

Many unmet needs were identified as part of the public participation process, ranging from
communication lapses to financial constraints. A consolidated trip scheduling service, centralized resource
center, and better accessibility for persons with limited-English proficiency and those with auditory and
visual impairments were unmet needs brought up related to marking outreach and awareness. Stronger
communication between providers and customers and between one provider and another was a
frequent concern, and a major gap noted was the lack of interactive real-time communication.
Participants noted that there needed to be more interaction between agencies that schedule services as
well as between those agencies and the customers.
There were also calls for better sidewalk and transit infrastructure, which the City of Greensboro
has responded to by creating programs and plans to construct more sidewalks throughout the City. Timely
service and on-time performance concerns have come up frequently, along with suggestions of
implementing better technology to improve routing, scheduling and tracking. Other service
enhancements that were desired include using smaller vehicles and volunteer drivers to provide taxi-like
same-day service, more properly pairing resources to clients, and creating more consistent provider
service hours.
Finally, funding arose as a major need where there are many gaps preventing more enhanced
service from being developed. Although all types of grants and funding opportunities are being pursued,
there are a lack of funding partners and philanthropic organizations to assist transportation providers;
current and past funding efforts are disjointed and underfunded; and there is a need to fund
transportation services for disabled, elderly, or low income residents in the Greensboro Urban Area who
do not quality for GTA or TAMS services.
As stated above, the City of Greensboro has responded to requests for better infrastructure for
transit riders. In addition, GTA and TAMS are constantly working to improve communication between
themselves and customers and between one another. The Greensboro Urban Area MPO has provided
funding for the construction of the PART Regional Call Center to help meet the need for a consolidated
trip scheduling service and centralized resource center, although at this time the Center is not fully
operational. Other unmet needs are still relevant and should be considered as part of an ongoing
improvement program that transportation providers should strive for. However, funding remains a
major need and has become even more constrained in light of the financial crisis that came about in
2008 and 2009. Preventing the reduction of service is a major need that, while not explicitly mentioned
here, is implicit in the demand for greater services and better coordination between services. Specific
accomplishments made after the development of the 2008 Plan are discussed in the section
Accomplishments Since the 2008 Coordinated Plan.
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4.5

Workshop Action Plan

The framework of decision making for meeting the unmet needs identified in the previous public
involvement process centered on defining actions to take that would improve the transportation
services for seniors, individuals with disabilities and low-income residents in the Greensboro Urban
Area. These actions came under one of the six main themes that were identified. However, this
framework was not as clear as could be desired on which types of actions would be most beneficial and
feasible given the funding, political, or institutional constraints of the region. Additionally, some actions
are ongoing, already being implemented under legal requirements, or cannot be funded through the
very limited Section 5310 grant program.
Actions included developing programs or services to link existing services and extend service
hours, exploring using smaller vehicles or vans for fixed-route services, and exploring new cross town
and loop based routes. It was recognized that although these kinds of services are most needed, they
are also very difficult to implement, especially without additional funding. When considering how to
prioritize actions, technological, financial, political, and organizational feasibility was noted.
Actions related to technological innovations to enhance service quality were directly taken from
the unmet needs identified. These actions included implementing a centralized call center and dispatch
system, and installing real-time communication devices to provide up-to-date information to customers.
Improving communication in all forms had many actions related to it, from marketing and
outreach to getting customers and advocates more involved in planning processes. Specific actions
included reaching out to non-profits, involving more stakeholders, and getting more public involvement
in general. Greater publicity about the transportation services and getting more information out to users
were other communication priorities.
Finally, different actions for tackling the funding problem were described. Coordinating the
county transportation systems for accessing funding opportunities was one recommended course of
action. Another helpful idea was to use the local universities for research into alternative needs,
funding, and technical assistance.

4.6

Accomplishments since the 2008 Coordinated Plan

The Coordinated Plan has been instrumental in identifying unmet transportation needs. As
described above, many actions were recommended that would satisfy the unmet needs of the
transportation system of the Greensboro Urban Area. Some of the more pressing projects identified in
the 2008 Coordinated Plan have been completed or they are receiving incremental improvements.
Certain projects were also recipients of JARC or New Freedom funds.



GTA purchased Automatic Vehicle Locators to improve tracking and scheduling of SCAT vehicles
(JARC project)
Between the City of Greensboro and developers more than 40 miles of new sidewalks have been
installed since 2006
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V.

NCDOT and GDOT together installed several hundred curb ramps since 2006 as part of roadway
resurfacing projects, stand-alone sidewalk construction projects, sidewalk repair contracts, and
other roadway improvements
GTA enhanced fixed-route bus evening service and Saturday service
PART secured funding to construct a future Regional Call Center, thanks to the support of STPDA funds directed by the Greensboro Urban Area MPO
PART assisted with the operations of Guilford County TAMS between 2011 and 2013
GTA SCAT online reservations available
GTA has extended SCAT hours before fixed-route service begins at 5:15 am for riders that are on
dialysis
Maintained GTA and TAMS service levels during a tough budget period (JARC and New Freedom)

Public Outreach for the 2014 Update

A public informational workshop was at the start of the Plan Update process on April 10, 2014 and
a survey was sent to MPO distribution email list. This public involvement phase was invaluable for
gathering information on the front end of the plan update about stakeholder priorities and concerns, as
well as preferences for how to revise the Coordinated Plan, the relative importance of GTA SCAT, TAMS, and
nonprofit organization services, and the prioritization criteria and needed projects for Section 5310.
The draft of the 2014 Coordinated Plan was released for public comment between May 7 and June
6, 2014. The procedures identified under Tier 2 of the Public Participation Plan were used to advertize and
seek public input on the Plan Update. This public outreach included newspaper ads, posters in local
buses, email announcements, a press release, and information on the City website. A public workshop
was held on April 10, 2014 at Greensboro’s Central Library and a public survey was sent to MPO
distribution list.
A full listing of this outreach is listed in Appendix A: Public Involvement and Outreach.

VI. Selection Process and Prioritization
The analysis of the needs assessment shows that the rapidly aging population in the Greensboro
Urban Area will lead to greater demand for transportation services for seniors and individuals with
disabilities. Current service levels will not be enough to cope with the increased demand for these
specialized services. While there is certainly a need to expand and make significant improvements to
existing services, a lack of funding brings challenges for simply continuing those services into the near
future. The workshop and community visioning process provided a larger context for understanding the
needs and desires of seniors and individuals with disabilities, and it is important that service providers
strive to meet those needs.
Many ideas were developed during the visioning process, although the framework was not as
clear as could be desired on which types of actions would be most beneficial and feasible given the
funding, political, or institutional constraints of the region. Some actions are ongoing, are already being
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implemented, or cannot be funded because of the limited funding and requirements of the Section 5310
grant program. Therefore, it is important to identify the projects and programs that are most feasible
and provide the most use under extensive fiscal constraints. The main priorities are to make sure the
existing service levels are kept in place to avoid unnecessary service reductions and to fund projects that
allow for more efficient delivery of services to constituents. Section 5310 funds will be utilized in effort
to achieve these goals.
The primary existing services are GTA SCAT and Guilford County TAMS. In addition, the PART
Regional Call Center is a planned project that will assist with scheduling and dispatching demand
response trips, creating a more efficient and centralized area for paratransit riders needing information.
To ensure equity in project selection, a competitive selection process has been conducted to
identify top scoring projects. The criteria to rank the projects are based on a review of area needs and
trends and the public comments received during the first public outreach effort. The MPO will consider
two steps of evaluation in awarding Section 5316 lapsing funds and Section 5310: minimum eligibility
requirements and point-based evaluation criteria. Minimum eligibility criteria are administrative
requirements that the applicant must meet in order to be accepted. Point-based evaluation criteria are
intended to ensure that the projects that receive funding are those that best meet the community’s
needs as outlined in the Coordinated Plan.

6.1

Minimum eligibility requirements:

For an application to be accepted, the following eligibility criteria must be met:
1. The project and project sponsor must conform to all applicable FTA guidelines for the
funding program.
2. The project sponsor must have a satisfactory history of past performance and must
demonstrate that it has the financial, technical, and organizational capacity to complete the
project within a reasonable timeframe.
3. The applicant must demonstrate the financial ability to provide required match.
4. Project budgets must meet FTA guidelines for the JARC and Section 5310 programs. Budgets
must specify the amount of funding requested and specify whether it is for operations
and/or capital.
5. The project should not duplicate current services provided by GTA SCAT, TAMS, and PART.

6.2

Point-based evaluation criteria:

Maximum score is 40 points based on four primary criteria.
1. Maximizing the benefit to cost (Maximum 15 points)
Measurement: is based on the number of annual passenger trips expected divided by total
annual operating cost (in federal dollars). For capital vehicle purchase projects, total
capital cost and ridership will be annualized over the expected useful life of the
vehicle. Past history ridership will be reviewed to check the realism and feasibility of the
project.
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Scoring scale: Maximum score 15 points will be given for the project with highest number
benefit to cost.
Other projects will receive the point based on the ratio of their benefit to cost number with
the highest benefit to cost project number.
For example: the highest benefit to cost among submitted projects is 1.0. This project will
receive 15 points. The point for another project with benefit to cost 0.5 is:
(0.5 / 1) * 15 points = 7.5 points
2. Number of users served or expected to be served (Maximum 10 points)
Measurement: number of passenger trips expected to be served. For capital vehicle
purchase projects, ridership will be annualized over the expected useful life of the vehicle
Past history ridership will be reviewed to check the reality and feasibility of the project.
Scoring scale: Maximum score 10 points will be given for the project with highest number
ridership. Other projects will receive the point based on the ratio of their ridership with the
highest number ridership.
For example: the highest number ridership among submitted projects is 1,000 per year. This
project will receive 10 points. The points for another project with 800 ridership annually is:
(800/1000) * 10 = 8 points
3. Demonstrated ability to deliver services and meet federal grant requirements ( Maximum
10 points)
This criterion includes two parts:
(1)
Demonstrate the staff ability to manage the program (maximum 5 points)
Measurement: Staff ability and experience in managing the program in the past.
Scoring scale:
 Staff has strong ability with many experience in managing the program: 5 points
 Staff does not have experience in managing the program but can prove the ability to
manage the program: 2 points
 Staff does not have experience and cannot prove the ability to manage the program:
0 point
(2)
Demonstrate the ability to continue the project in the future even without the
funding (maximum 5 points)
Measurement: The portion of the funding request compared to the total cost of the
proposed project or proposed program
Scoring scale:
 If the amount requested is less than or equal 20% of total amount of the project or
proposed program: 5 points.
 If the amount requested is less than or equal 50% but more than 20% of total
amount of the project or proposed program: 2 points.
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If the amount requested is more than 50% of total amount of the project or
proposed program: 0 point.

4. Enhancing coordination between human service transportation providers (Maximum 5
points)
This criterion includes two parts:
(1)
Demonstrate attempt to coordinate with other agencies (maximum 2 points)
Measurement: Based on the ability to coordinate with other public transportation,
community transportation and/or social service resources.
Scoring scale:
 Yes: 2 points
 No: 0 point
(2)

Demonstrate how existing resources are being leveraged in support of the
project (maximum 3 points)
Measurement: Applicant must indicate that if the project can be implemented immediately
using existing institutional structures or if new organizations, major policies, or new
infrastructure would be required.
Scoring scale:
 If the project can be implemented immediately without major policy changes or
new infrastructure required: 3 points
 If the project cannot be implemented immediately but requires changes in
organizations, policies, or new infrastructure (such as hiring a new staff, buying
new equipment, etc.): 0 point
Table below summarizes the criteria, measurement, and scores for each criteria.

Criteria

Measurement

Scores

1. Maximizing the benefit to cost

Number of people expected to
be served divided by total
dollar amount requested. Past
ridership history will be
reviewed to check the realism
and feasibility of the project.

0 – 15 points

2. Number of users served or
expected to be served

Number of people expected to
be served. Past history ridership
will be reviewed to check the

0 – 10 points
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Criteria

Measurement

Scores

realism and feasibility of the
project.
3. Demonstrated ability to deliver
services and meet federal grant
requirements

4. Enhancing coordination between
human service transportation
providers

6.3

Demonstrate the staff ability to
manage the program.

0 – 5 points

Demonstrate the ability to
continue the project in the
future (at least 1 year)

0 – 5 points

Demonstrate attempt to
coordinate with other agencies

0 – 2 points

Demonstrate how existing
resources are being leveraged
in support of the project

0-3 points

Prioritization and Project Categories

The competitive selection process for the JARC and Section 5310 is intended to ensure that
projects address key gaps and/or continue needed services and take specific actions towards meeting
key objectives. Staff recommendations have been in 2014 and are to be in the future based on (1) the
eligibility review; (2) the results of the point-based evaluation factors; and (3) other relevant information
as may be determined through the review of applications received.
The MPO Transportation Advisory Committee (TAC) will have the final decision on project
selection under this plan. The TAC is composed of elected officials from the City of Greensboro, Guilford
County, a member of the North Carolina Board of Transportation, and a member representing the
Towns of Oak Ridge, Pleasant Garden, Sedalia, Stokesdale and Summerfield. The City of Greensboro will
serve as the Designated Recipient to administer Section 5310 funds, and will be responsible to oversee
and administer Section 5310 grants. The prioritized 5316 projects will be submitted to NCDOT and FTA
to review and award.
The projects to be selected for Section 5310 will come from Table 1 on the following page. The
first half of the table identifies project categories for GTA SCAT and TAMS, which include possible capital
and operating expenses. Capital equipment costs for the PART Regional Call Center is included at the
bottom of the table.
The projects to be selected for Section 5316 will come from Table 2.
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Table 1 – Project Types to Allocate Funding Section 5310

Greensboro Transit Authority
Type of Project or Program

Type of Expense

Paratransit Vehicles*

Capital

Technology

Capital

Facility

Capital

Operating Assistance – ADA Paratransit Service

Operating**

Operating Assistance – Paratransit Extended Hours

Operating**

Operating Assistance – Paratransit Extended Service Area

Operating**

Operating Assistance – Extended Fixed Route

Operating**

Operating Assistance – Cross Town Routes

Operating**

Operating Assistance – Technology Real Time Bus Tracking

Operating

Guilford County Transportation and Mobility Services
Type of Project or Program

Type of Expense

Paratransit Vehicles*

Capital

Technology

Capital

Operating Assistance – Elderly & Disabled Persons

Operating**

Operating Assistance – Paratransit Service

Operating**

Piedmont Authority for Regional Transportation
Type of Project or Program

Type of Expense

Technology Equipment – Regional Call Center

Capital

Non-Profit Organizations
Type of Project or Program

Type of Expense

Vehicles

Capital

Operating Assistance

Operating

* This includes replacement vehicles, but also provides for expansion vehicles when appropriate and
feasible.
** If the project contracts for service, these operating expenses may be classified as capital in the
Transportation Improvement Program
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Table 2 – Project Types to Allocate Funding Section 5316

Greensboro Transit Authority Specialized Community Area Transportation
Type of Project or Program

Type of Expense

GTA Career Express

Operating

Other JARC eligible GTA services operating support

Operating

Guilford County Transportation and Mobility Services
Type of Project or Program

Type of Expense

Employment transportation service

Operating

Piedmont Authority for Regional Transportation
Type of Project or Program

Type of Expense

Employment transportation service

Operating

Non-Profit Organizations
Type of Project or Program

Type of Expense

Operating Assistance

Operating

VII. Conclusion and Next Steps
This Coordinated Plan emphasizes the need for continuing essential services to seniors and
individuals with disabilities, preventing the reduction of those services, and creating more efficient
service delivery options for paratransit users in the region.
As the environment for federal funding changes and needs change, this document may need to
be updated again to add new projects or programs for selection. If funding increases and additional
types of projects or services become more viable Section 5310 candidates there may be consideration to
include those projects in this document in a future update. Otherwise, as required by federal regulation,
this document will be updated again in four years.
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Appendix A: Public Involvement and Outreach
Appendix A-1: Introduction and Summary
In determining the amount of public involvement necessary for the development of the Coordinated
Plan, MPO staff followed the required activities for Tier 2 planning documents as outlined in the MPO’s
Public Participation Plan. The first public review period went from April 7 to April 14, 2014 to collect public
information on how they want to revise the Coordinated Plan and how to prioritize projects for Section 5310
Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities. The public workshop was held on April 10,
2014 at the Greensboro Central Library. The second public review period for this update to the Coordinated
Plan went from May 7, to June 6, 2014. Public outreach included newspaper ads, posters in local buses, email
announcements, a press release, and a public information workshop on an evening weekday. A full listing of
this outreach is listed below.
•

Ads were placed in two local newspapers announcing the public review period and the public
meeting: the Greensboro News & Record and the Carolina Peacemaker. The ad appeared in
the Carolina Peacemaker on two separate occasions.

•

A poster was created that was placed in all the GTA fixed-route buses and PART express
buses. This poster was also put on the bulletin boards of City-operated parking decks and
recreation centers.

•

The Greensboro Urban Area MPO website was updated with information about the draft
Plan, the public workshop information, and a review document was available online.

•

The workshop was placed on the City of Greensboro’s online calendar, the Greensboro
Department of Transportation calendar, and a press release was given to other media outlets.

•

A copy of the draft Plan, along with an Executive Summary of the draft translated into
Spanish, was circulated to the Guilford County Commissioners Office, the NCDOT Division
7 Office, the Greensboro Central Library and branches, the UNC-G and NC A&T University
libraries, and the town offices of Oak Ridge, Pleasant Garden, Sedalia, Stokesdale, and
Summerfield. Instructions on how to comment were included with the review copy.

•

An email was also sent to the members of the Technical Coordinating Committee and
Transportation Advisory Committee to the MPO, as well as to town contacts and all MPO
interested parties.

•

Special attention was given to getting in touch with riders of GTA SCAT, and the SCAT
Connect system was utilized to inform all SCAT riders about the public workshop and public
comment period. SCAT also provided free rides to the public workshop for registered riders.

•

A Public Information Workshop was held on April 10, 2014, in the Nussbaum Room of the
Greensboro Central Library, 219 N. Church St.

The public workshop, which ran from 4:00 pm to 7:00 pm on Thursday April 10, 2014, was attended by
13 participants, including several SCAT riders, advocates from the disability community, and non-profit
organization representatives. This was an informal workshop with display boards summarizing the information
about Section 5310 Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities, proposed schedules to
update Coordinated Plan, submitted and awarded projects under Section 5316 and 5317 from 2008 to 2012, and
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Section 5310 in 2013. Copies of the full document and executive summary were provided for interested
attendees to review and comment on. Several public comments were received at this workshop, while some
participants took the comment sheet home with them and emailed it back to MPO staff afterwards. Five staff
members from the Greensboro MPO and the Greensboro Department of Transportation were in attendance to
answer questions about the Plan and accept comments. The text of these comments can be found in Appendix
A-2. A participant commented that the MPO did a great job on outreach for this update and for the public
workshop.
The second public review period was from May 7 to June 6, 2014 to collect public input about Draft
Coordinated Plan. Public outreach included newspaper ads, posters in local buses, email announcement, and a
press release. A full listing of this outreach is listed below.
•

Ads were placed in two local newspapers announcing the public review period and the public
meeting: the Greensboro News & Record and the Carolina Peacemaker. The ad appeared in
the Carolina Peacemaker on two separate occasions.

•

A poster was created that was placed in all the GTA fixed-route buses and PART express
buses. This poster was also put on the bulletin boards of City-operated parking decks and
recreation centers.

•

The Greensboro Urban Area MPO website was updated with information about the draft
Plan, and a review document was available online.

•

The workshop was placed on the City of Greensboro’s online calendar, the Greensboro
Department of Transportation calendar, and a press release was given to other media outlets.

•

A copy of the draft Plan, along with an Executive Summary of the draft translated into
Spanish, was circulated to the Guilford County Commissioners Office, the NCDOT Division
7 Office, the Greensboro Central Library and branches, the UNC-G and NC A&T University
libraries, and the town offices of Oak Ridge, Pleasant Garden, Sedalia, Stokesdale, and
Summerfield. Instructions on how to comment were included with the review copy.

•

An email was also sent to the members of the Technical Coordinating Committee and
Transportation Advisory Committee to the MPO, as well as to town contacts and all MPO
interested parties.

The text of all comments and MPO responses can be found in Appendix A-3.
Copies of the newspaper ads that went to the News & Record and the Carolina Peacemaker and a copy
of the announcement poster are included in section A-4 of this Appendix. A copy of press release can be
found in Section A-5.
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Appendix A-2: Comments Received during First Public Review Period (April 7
– April 14, 2014)
The following comments were received during the first public review period for the Coordinated
Plan. Comments could be made by mail, fax, email, or at the Public Information Workshop which
took place on April 10, 2014. Two comments were received by email and six comments were
received in the public workshop. Below is the summary of the comments and MPO responses.
Question 1:
Section 5310 resources are extremely limited, with only about $220,000 per year expected to
be available for projects in the Greensboro area. Considering the small amount of funding
available, how do you think it could be best put to use?
1. Support SCAT
2. Fund for SCAT and senior services
3. Upgrading/ Expanding existing programs
4. To meet the needs as equity as possible
5. Fund for private non-profits
6. Two opinions on improving sidewalks; making sure all bus stops are safe and accessible and
in safe and convenient locations (near shopping center, etc.)
7. Considering GTA’s deficit is expected to be over $2 million, the percentage of $220,000 that
can be utilized for this purpose is negligible at best. Unless GTA can present with confidence
a plan that can reduce proposed fare hikes on SCAT ridership with minimum 5310 resources
that would be available, then such a plan should not be pursued. Emphasis should be placed
on non profit projects. In particular, it should be funded for Senior Resources of Guilford
Senior Wheels Medical Transportation.

Question 2:
The MPO will consider a series of relevant factors in making Section 5310 funding decisions.
Please look at the list below and let us know:
(1) Are there any factors that you consider important that we have overlooked? If you feel important
factors are not listed, please write them in on line 7 and 8.
(2) Please select the most important four factors listed below for consideration in selecting projects
for Section 5310 funding and rank them from 1 to 4 (in order of importance to you).
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Criteria

Rank from 1 to 4 in order of importance
with 1 being the most important

1. Number of users served or expected to be
served

1, 3

2. Preventing reductions to existing services
provided by GTA SCAT and TAMS

3, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1

3. Enhancing coordination between human service
transportation providers

4, 4

4. Demonstrated ability to deliver services and
meet federal grant requirements

2, 2, 2, 3

5. Maximizing the benefit to cost

4, 1, 2, 3, 3, 4

6. Funding new or expanded services from
nonprofit transportation providers

3, 1, 4, 3, 2

Other ideas
7. Meet transportation needs as equity as possible

1

8. Senior transportation

2

9. SCAT provide county transportation

2

Question 3:
GTA faces an estimated $2.5 million annual funding gap and a likelihood of having to make
associated service reductions and fare increases. TAMS ability to serve new customer is limited by
their constrained funding resources. Given this do you feel it is important to support these
services with 5310 funding? Why or why not?
1. If SCAT needs money, it is currently my only source for transportation and it is important to me
that I can continue to use these services.
2. Yes. It’s a downward spiral – less service leads to less use, which leads to further reductions and
so on.
3. Yes. If services decrease and fare increases, they will lose a lot of customers.
4. I feel it’s important to support it with some of the funding, but without overlooking others and
other options.
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5. Yes. This money can prevent services from being cut and fares increasing. If this happens, I can’t
afford to ride and would have to stay home.
6. Last year almost $53,000 of GTA funds was thrown away on a 12 day sensitivity training (offered
free). 5310 funds that could have been used – not wasted.

Question 4:
Non-profit agencies can potentially provide new services, either duplicating public agency
service or providing new types of services. Do you feel it is important to support such services
with 5310 funding? Why or why not?
1. Yes. Non-profits are an important provider of these services
2. Yes. Public transportation has to be easy to use or it won’t be utilized. Non-profits have
more flexibility in program design.
3. Yes. Suggested Senior Wheels and SCG. Clearly differentiate additional services beyond
public transportation; more cost effective than public transportation.
4. Yes. Non-profit agencies can often provide services that support the independence of
seniors and persons with disabilities at much lower costs in a manner that meets the really
specialized needs of their consumers. The limitations of TAMS can be offset by services by
non-profits.
5. Yes. It is important so people such as senior citizens receive service.
6. Yes. Other agencies have other sources of support, but non-profits often do not.
7. Yes. This money would help to continue support for programs that help people.

Question 5:
Do you have any other comments?
1. It would help if SCAT could go back to monthly passes.
2. I (Senior Resources) would like to have included in the plan projects that would allow non profits
to purchase vehicles to provide quality of life trips (grocery shopping, pharmacy) for seniors.
Access to quality of life destinations is critical to maintain independence in the community. I also
would like projects that would allow non-profits to contract services for seniors in wheelchairs
who need medical transportation.
3. This “workshop” was announced with 3 days warning and 7 days public comment period.
4. TCC staff using their positions to guarantee city funding is illegal.
5. I hope this revision will be able to last for several years so that so many changes are not
happening. Consistency is important.
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MPO responses
Thank you very much for all of your inputs. Your comments will be considered in the new Coordinated
Plan. MPO staff highlights key concerns and below is our response.
1. Thank you very much for the inputs supporting GTA SCAT. GTA SCAT will keep providing
excellent customer services for disabled and senior citizens.
Regarding the comment about SCAT monthly passes, the MPO contacted GTA and below is the
response from GTA:
We don’t offer the SCAT monthly passes any longer, and have not for several years now.
We only have the 10-Ride SCAT Punch cards available to the riders to be used as form of
payment. The cards can be purchased at our office 223 W. Meadowview Rd or can be
purchased on the van from the driver. Riders can be purchase them in increments of 1,2
or 3 cards at a cost of $14.00 per card. Or, a rider can purchase 4 punch cards at a cost
of $48.00. The punch cards don’t expire, therefore if a rider has punches left over from
month to month, they can use the punch cards until all of the punches on the cards have
been used.

2. Thank you very much for the inputs supporting the services from non-profit organizations. We
will include non-profit organizations and their services in the new Coordinated Plan.
Please pay attention that the Coordinated Plan emphasizes on coordination actions to eliminate
or reduce duplication in services and strategies for more efficient utilization of resources.
Therefore, the MPO encourages all of the organizations, including GTA SCAT, Guilford County
TAMS and non-profit organizations coordinate with each other to avoid duplication in services
and use the funding source efficiently.

3. I hope this revision will be able to last for several years so that so many changes are not
happening. Consistency is important.
Thank you very much for your comment. According to the requirement of the FTA, the
Coordinated Plan should be updated every 4 years. Our first Coordinated Plan was created in
2008. According to the requirement, the MPO updated the Plan in 2012. Because in mid-2012,
the President Obama signed into law a new two-year transportation authorization, entitled
Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21), we needed to update the Plan to
comply with the change in 2013. According to the request from the public, the TAC required the
MPO to revise the Coordinated Plan in 2014 to include non-profit organizations.
The MPO understands that the public needs the consistency and reliability of the services. We
will take into consideration your opinion. We hope that the plan will not be updated until 2018.
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4. Two opinions on improving sidewalks; making sure all bus stops are safe and accessible and in
safe and convenient locations (near shopping center, etc.)
Thank you very much for your comments. The MPO understands that accessing bus stops are
very important to bus riders, especially to disabled and senior citizens. Besides the Section 5310
Federal Funding for Transit, the MPO also has some other funding sources for sidewalk
improvement. In our programs, accessing bus stops is always in our top priority and has higher
weight than other factors.

5.

I (Senior Resources) would like to have included in the plan projects that would allow non profits
to purchase vehicles to provide quality of life trips (grocery shopping, pharmacy) for seniors.
Access to quality of life destinations is critical to maintain independence in the community. I also
would like projects that would allow non-profits to contract services for seniors in wheelchairs
who need medical transportation.
Thank you very much for your comment. As the purpose of the revision, we will include nonprofit organizations in the new Coordinated Plan. We understand the difficulty of non-profit
organizations and the efforts of these organizations in providing services for disabled and senior
citizens; therefore, the MPO will provide assistance for non-profit organizations in application as
well as administration.
Please note that the 30-day public comment period for the Coordinated Plan will be from May 7
to June 6, 2014. At the same time, the MPO will issue the call for project for Section 5310.
Please feel free to call the MPO at (336)373-4368 if you have any concerns, comments, or
questions regarding the Coordinated Plan and Section 5310 funding.

6. Last year almost $53,000 of GTA fund was thrown away on a 12 day sensitivity training (offered
free). 5310 funds that could have been used – not wasted.
The MPO contacted the GTA regarding this question. Below is the response from GTA.
We never used any 5310 funds for training. FY 2013 was the first year GTA was allocated
5310 funds and the grant has not been approved by FTA.
The sensitivity training was sponsored by our contractor Veolia Transportation. They
contracted with a third party to provide this training since it was determined that the
work force (operators) needed the training. Veolia paid a large portion of the training
out its pocket. In addition, GTA contributed about $30,000 in local funds to this training.
No Section 5310 grant funds were used.

7. This “workshop” was announced with 3 days warning and 7 days public comment period.
Thank you very much for your comment.
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The MPO believes that effective public outreach is critical to the success of the new Coordinated
Plan. Therefore, compared to public outreach activities of previous plans, this workshop is an
extra effort of the MPO to gather public information on how to revise the plan and how the
public think about public services and non-profit organization services for the disabled and
senior citizens.
The MPO tried several ways to reach the public. The plan for this workshop was announced in
the TAC meeting, which was open to public, in February 2014. The advertisement was published
on News & Records on Saturday April 5, 2014. The email sent to public six days before the
meeting. Due to limited time and resources, in the current time frame, the seven-day public
comment period was set to allow the MPO staff to have enough time to finish the Draft
Coordinated Plan and be ready for the second 30-day public comment period from May 7 to
June 6, 2014.
However, we take into consideration your concern. We will try to announce to public one or two
weeks in advance so people can have enough time to prepare. We hope that the second 30-day
public comment period will give enough time for public to review and comment on the new
Coordinated Plan.

8. TCC staff using their positions to guarantee city funding is illegal.
Thank you very much for your comment. Please allow the MPO to clarify this statement.
Regarding your concern about the TCC, please let us clarify that not all of the TCC staff is the city
staff. The TCC consists of members from City of Greensboro, Guilford County, Piedmont
Authority for Regional Transportation, North Carolina Department of Transportation, and Town
representatives from Summerfield and Oak Ridge. The purposes and goals of the TCC shall be:
(1)

To provide technical staff review, guidance and coordination of the continuing,
cooperative, and comprehensive transportation planning process in the Urban
Area.

(2)

To prepare and make recommendations to the Transportation Advisory
Committee (TAC) regarding matters relating to transportation planning, project
development, and policy.

(3)

To facilitate coordination and communication between policy boards, agencies
represented on the TAC and TCC, and citizens.

(4)

To facilitate coordination of metropolitan transportation planning with (a)
transportation planning at the local, regional, and state level; and (b) various
functional planning efforts including those for land use, parks and recreation,
public facilities, public utilities, and maintenance of air quality.
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Please look at Appendix A-2A to learn more about the members, goals, and purposes of this
committee. This document is also available online at http://www.greensboronc.gov/modules/showdocument.aspx?documentid=4890.
The primarily role of TCC is to make recommendations to the TAC. The TAC makes decision on
how to allocate fund, not the TCC. The MPO conducted ranking criteria methodology to allocate
funding for Section 5316 and 5317 from 2008 to 2012. In 2013, the ranking selection for Section
5310 was cancelled due to a new requirement from FTA. The projects that were awarded under
Section 5316, 5317, and 5310 from 2008 to 2013 were not only for GTA SCAT, but also for
Guilford County (TAMS) and non-profit organizations.

9. Considering GTA’s deficit is expected to be over $2 million, the percentage of $220,000 that can
be utilized for this purpose is negligible at best. Unless GTA can present with confidence a plan
that can reduce proposed fare hikes on SCAT ridership with minimum 5310 resources that would
be available, then such a plan should not be pursued. Emphasis should be placed on non profit
projects. In particular, it should be funded for Senior Resources of Guilford Senior Wheels
Medical Transportation.
Thank you very much for your response. We agree that $2 million dollars is a huge amount gap.
However, we believe that even small amount to fill in the gap is still beneficial. It can help the
GTA maintain their service for SCAT and also relieve a burden for GTA fixed route. We
understand your concern about funding for non-profit organizations and also understand the
efforts of non-profit organizations in providing transportation services for disabled and senior
citizens. This year, the MPO will conduct ranking methodology to select projects. Therefore, any
projects from GTA, Guilford county TAMS, and non-profit organizations will have a chance to be
awarded if they fit the requirements and have high scores.
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APPENDIX A-2A: BY-LAWS
GREENSBORO URBAN AREA METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
TECHNICAL COORDINATING COMMITTEE
ARTICLE I - NAME
The name of this organization shall be the Greensboro Urban Area Technical Coordinating
Committee, hereinafter referred to as the "TCC".
ARTICLE II - PURPOSE
The purpose and goals of this committee shall be:
1.

To provide technical staff review, guidance and coordination of the continuing,
cooperative, and comprehensive transportation planning process in the Urban Area.

2.

To prepare and make recommendations to the Transportation Advisory Committee
(TAC) regarding matters relating to transportation planning, project development, and
policy.

3.

To facilitate coordination and communication between policy boards, agencies
represented on the TAC and TCC, and citizens.

4.

To facilitate coordination of metropolitan transportation planning with (a)
transportation planning at the local, regional, and state level; and (b) various functional
planning efforts including those for land use, parks and recreation, public facilities,
public utilities, and maintenance of air quality.
ARTICLE III – MEMBERS

Section 1 - Number and Qualifications: As specified in the Memorandum of Understanding MOU),
TCC shall include technical representatives from local and State governmental agencies directly related to
and concerned with the transportation planning process in the planning area including the transit operator
and the airport authority. If a municipality in the MPO planning area has staff directly related to and
concerned with the transportation planning process then an agency representative may serve directly on
the TCC as a regular voting member. Where a Town uses Guilford County Planning support, the Guilford
County Planning seat on the TCC can act as a liaison between the TCC and the town. Towns without
relevant staff can attend TCC meetings as needed as unofficial non-voting participants.
The TCC membership is divided into regular voting members, whose attendance is used to determine
a quorum, and special voting members whose attendance may be expected on an as-needed basis is
not counted for the purposes of establishing a quorum, and ex-officio non-voting members. All TCC
voting members shall comply with the State Government Ethics Act (NCGS CH. 138A).
The appointment of agency designees to provide alternates or replacements for the positions listed
below will be the prerogative of the chief administrative officer of that agency. The TCC membership
shall include, but not be limited to, the following members:
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Regular Voting Members
• Transportation Director, Greensboro Department of Transportation
• Transportation Planning Manager, Greensboro Department of Transportation
• Traffic Engineering Manager, Greensboro Department of Transportation
• Public Transportation Manager Greensboro Department of Transportation
• Planning Director, City of Greensboro
• Planning Director, Guilford County
• Parks and Recreation Director, Guilford County
• Director, Piedmont Authority for Regional Transportation
• Division Seven Engineer, NCDOT
• Transportation Planning Branch Director, NCDOT
• Town Manager, Town of Summerfield
• Town Manager, Town of Oak Ridge
Special Voting Members not counted for Quorum
• Engineering & Inspections Director, City of Greensboro
• Director, Piedmont Triad International Airport
Ex-Officio Non-Voting Members
• Planning Director, Piedmont Triad Regional Council
• Regional Administrator, Region 4, FTA
• North Carolina Division Administrator, FHWA
• Public Transportation Division Director, NCDOT
Section 2 - Terms of Office: There shall be no limitation on the length of time a member may serve
on the TCC subject to the authorization to do so by their respective agency.
Section 3 - Alternates: The Chief Administrative Officer of each member agency may designate an
alternate to its representative by sending a written statement to the MPO staff indicating the alternate
by name and position. Alternates must meet the same qualifications of membership as voting
members. A list of designated alternates will be maintained by MPO staff. That alternate members
may serve as a full voting member during any meeting where that board's representative is not in
attendance. Proxy and absentee voting are not permitted. All TCC alternates to TCC voting members
shall comply with the State Government Ethics Act.
Section 4 – NC State Government Ethics Act: Every voting member and designated alternate shall
comply with the State Ethics Act as per Chapter 138A of the NC General Statutes. This includes the
affirmative duty to (a) annually file a Statement of Economic Interest, (b) biennially attend mandatory
training on ethics, (c) report potential conflicts, and (d) recuse from voting or discussing issues on
which the attending member or alternate has an identified conflict of interest.
ARTICLE IV - OFFICERS
Section 1 - Officers Defined: The TCC will have a Chairman, responsible for presiding over
meetings and for certain communication functions on behalf of the TCC. TCC may determine to
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create additional officers as needed without requiring a change of the bylaws. The Lead Planning
Agency (LPA) will provide a staff member known as the Transportation Planner to serve as Clerk of
the Committee.
Section 2 - Elections: The GDOT Director shall serve as TCC Chairman, and shall appoint an
alternate to serve in his or her stead as appropriate. Alternatively, the TCC Chair may determine to
yield the position, either to a staff designee or through the mechanism of elections.
Section 3 - Terms of Office: If elections are utilized for the TCC Chair or other such officers as may
be created, the term of office shall be one year with successive terms permitted. The Officers shall
hold office until the election of a successor or such time as they vacate their TCC-associated position.
Section 4 – Ethics Liaison: The Transportation Planning Manager shall serve as the Ethics Liaison
for the MPO for supporting compliance to the State Ethics Act as per Chapter 138A of the NC
General Statutes.
ARTICLE V - MEETINGS
Section 1 - Regular Meetings: Meetings shall be held according to an annual schedule and may be
cancelled on an as-needed basis. The regular schedule shall be kept on file with the clerk of the Lead
Planning Agency. If the schedule is changed, the changes should be given to the clerk at least one
week prior to the first meeting held according to the revised schedule.
Section 2 - Special Meetings: Special meetings may be called by the Chair. Whenever possible, at
least seven (7) days notice shall be given. At least 48 hours prior to the meeting notice for such
meetings, other than emergency meetings, should be posted at the door of the usual meeting room and
mailed or delivered to such media outlets as have requested such notice. For an emergency meeting,
notice shall be provided immediately after it has been provided to committee members.
Section 3 - Quorums: A quorum shall be constituted by the presence of at least 51% of the regular
voting members or their alternates at the beginning of the meeting.
Section 4 – Conflict Disclosure: At the start of meeting the Ethics Awareness & Conflict Of Interest
Reminder is to be read by the Chair and any voting member with a conflict of interest is to identify the
conflict and is to refrain from any participation in the particular matter before the TCC.
Section 5 - Attendance: Each member shall be expected to attend each regular meeting and each
special meeting provided at least seven days notice is given. Subject to his/her member agency's
approval, a member may appoint an alternate to serve in his/her absence provided that the member
informs the Clerk of the Committee prior to the meeting which the alternate will attend. This
notification shall authorize the alternate to vote in the member's absence.
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Section 6 - Standing: Good standing for all representatives shall be maintained through regular
attendance at meetings. Following two consecutive absences, a representative’s seat shall be declared
vacant and shall not be counted towards quorum. Good standing shall automatically be restored upon a
representative’s attendance at a meeting. A replacement representative may be requested by Committee
vote or at the discretion of the MPO secretary on an as-needed basis.
Section 7 - Agenda: The agenda is a list of considerations for discussion or action at a meeting. The
agenda is developed and distributed by the Lead Planning Agency (LPA) Staff. Items on the agenda
may (a) be identified by LPA staff, (b) may originate as a carryover from previous TCC meetings, (c)
may be requested by any member of the TCC, (d) may be requested from any jurisdiction party to the
MOU, or (e) may be requested by the Chair of the Transportation Advisory Committee. Additional
items may be placed on the regular agenda during a meeting, as long as a majority concurrence of the
present and eligible voting members is received.
Section 8 - Voting Procedures: The Chairman and any member may call for a vote on any issue,
provided that it is seconded and within the purposes set forth in Article II and provided the issue is on
the agenda as outlined in Section 5 of this article. Each voting member of the TCC shall have one
vote. A majority vote of the members (or their authorized alternates) present and eligible to vote shall
be sufficient for approval of matters coming before the Committee. The Chairman is permitted to
vote. Abstentions shall be considered affirmative votes. By approval of the TCC, a member may
withdraw from voting on an issue. No secret ballot voting is allowed. E-mail voting is not allowed,
however written ballots are allowed provided they are signed by each voter and included in the
meeting record after the vote is taken. Written ballots shall be kept available for public inspection
until the meeting minutes are approved. In the absence of any direction from these By-laws or other
duly adopted voting procedures pursuant to certain approval actions, Robert’s Rules of Order,
Newly Revised will designate procedures governing voting.
ARTICLE VI – PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURES
The rules contained in the current edition of Robert’s Rules of Order, Newly Revised, shall govern the
TCC in all cases to which they are applicable and in which they are not inconsistent with the MOU,
these bylaws and/or any special rules of order the TCC may adopt.
ARTICLE VII - AMENDMENTS TO BY-LAWS
Amendments to these By-laws of the TCC shall require the affirmative vote of at least two thirds of
the TCC members present, provided that written notice of the proposed amendment has been
transmitted to each member at least seven (7) days prior to the meeting at which the amendment is to
be considered and provided that such amendment does not conflict with the letter or fundamental
intent of the MOU governing this document. In the event of any conflict, the MOU shall carry
precedence over these By-laws. TCC bylaws adoption and amendment requires the approval of the
TAC to become effective.
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APPROVED by the Greensboro Urban Area Metropolitan Planning Organization
Transportation Advisory Committee and Technical Coordinating Committee on March 20,
2013:

L

Robbie
Perkins
(Name of CertifYing Official)

TAC Chair
(Title of Certifying Official)

do hereby certify that the above is a true and correct copy of an excerpt from the minutes of a meeting
of the Greensboro Urban Area TAC duly held on this, the 20th day of March, 2013.

Z-

c

Chair, Transportation Advisory Committee

******************** ******************************************************** ******

L

Tyler Meyer
(Name of CertifYing Official)

TCC Chair
(Title of Certifying Official)

do hereby certify that the above is a true and correct copy of an excerpt from the minutes of a meeting
of the Greensboro Urban Area TCC duly held on this, the 20th day of March, 2013.

I
Chair,

******************** *************************** ************************ ***********
Subscribed and sworn to me on this, the 20th d

Kimberly J. Tbore
NOTARY PUBLIC

Rockingham County, NC

March 20, 2013
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Appendix A-3: Comments Received during Second Public Review Period (May 7
– June 6, 2014)
The following comments were received during the second public review period for the Coordinated
Plan. Comments could be made by mail, fax, email, or phone call. Five comments were received by email
during this public review period. Four of them responded based on the designed survey that the MPO
sent out. MPO would like to thank you all of the comments. Below is the summary of the comments and
MPO responses.
Question 1: The proposed project prioritization and selection process described in the plan was
developed based on a review of area needs and public comments received during the initial public
comment period from April 7 to April 14, 2014 for the Coordinated Plan update. Do you have any
comments about the process as described in the draft Coordinated Plan?
-

3 responses: No

-

1 response: The process followed the legal requirements outlined in the rules and MPO
policies. However, effective, informative public engagement if far more challenging then
what is required. While notice was given and public hearing/meetings held, the outreach
failed to provide meaningful input. Planners should have gone to the agencies and transit
riders. Ask the public to come to a meeting is a thing of the past. Additionally service
providers should be visited or interviewed. Again emailing surveys is not as effective as
sitting down face-to-face or at least speaking with someone on the phone.

 MPO responses:
-

MPO appreciate your comment. We will consider the public outreach efforts that you
recommended in the future.

Question 2: The Coordinated Plan (Table 1) identifies projects to which Section 5310 funding could be
applied. This table will be updated to reflect any applications received from eligible sponsors. It
could also be updated in response to public comments. Do you have any specific suggestions for
items to add or delete from this table? If so please identify them here.
-

2 responses: No

-

1 response: Operating Assistance: Extended Fixed Route, Cross Town Routes, and Technology
Real Time Bus Tracking.

-

1 response: Table 1 should include all projects submitted and their total score. If a project
was submitted and not scored or not deemed eligible it should be listed in a footnote with an
explanation. Transparency should never be a bad thing.

 MPO responses:
-

MPO added “Operating Assistance: Extended Fixed Route, Cross Town Routes, and
Technology Real Time Bus Tracking” projects under GTA eligible projects in Table 1.
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-

Table 1 in the Coordinated Plan lists eligible projects that can apply under Section 5310, but
does not reflect the applications that the MPO receives. The MPO agrees that transparency
is important. In the past, when we brought the recommended projects to TAC to approve,
the MPO always created a Fact Sheet that summarized all of the submitted projects and
their scores. The MPO will keep creating this Fact Sheet document for Section 5310 this
year.

Question 3: The Coordinated Plan seeks to identify all current transportation services available for
older adults, individuals with disabilities, or people with low incomes in the area. If you are aware of
any such services not identified in the draft Coordinated Plan please identify them here.
-

2 responses: No

-

1 response: PART's Express Bus and Hub Shuttle Service are available to the groups
mentioned above. The service provides connections from within the urban area to those
outside the urban area. The proposed regional call center hosted by PART was included in
the funding. However, in the future more conversation is needed to make transportation
service linkages more regional for populations with unique needs.

-

1 response: Senior Resources of Guilford has identified a need to provide round trip, door-todoor transportation for non-English speaking elderly refugees (age 60+) who participate in
the Community Nutrition Program and/or the agency’s English for Speakers of Other
Languages (ESOL) classes taught at the Greensboro Senior Center. The agency has also
identified a need to expand the capacity to provide quality of life grocery/pharmacy
shopping trips for older adults (age 60+) who participate in the agency's 7 Community
Nutrition sites in the greater Greensboro area. *Note: Please correct page 8 of the Draft
Coordinated Plan under Non-Profit Transportation Providers where it states the Senior
Wheels program is operated by Senior Resources of Guilford County. The correct name of
the agency that operates Senior Wheels Medical Transportation is Senior Resources of
Guilford.

 MPO responses:
-

Thank you for the information. MPO updated information in the Coordinated Plan.

Question 4: If you have any additional comments or suggestions use this space to write them down.
-

2 responses: No

-

1 response: Having applied for funds and evaluated proposals in the past, I can state that
there is a sense that public provider have the edge. While I believe that public transit systems
are better equipped to provide service there are gaps that can be filled with customized
private services. Additionally the JARC and New Freedom funds distributed through the
Coordinated Plan are often the only source of funding for private providers. Finally I would
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suggest that persons outside the TCC (private providers, partner agencies) be engaged to
score the projects along with the MPO and transit agency staff.
-

1 response: If more convenient services are offered on fixed route, more older adults, persons
with disabilities or low income might be able more inclined to use more efficient fixed route
services.

 MPO responses:
-

All of the eligible projects from private providers, non-profit organizations, and public
organizations are welcome to submit to MPO under Section 5310, 5316, and 5317. The MPO
conducts competitive selection process to score projects. Regarding inviting persons outside
the TCC to score the projects, the Greensboro MPO used to cooperate with Winston-Salem
MPO to score the projects before making a recommendation. This year, we also invited the
Winston-Salem MPO to score the projects under Section 5310 and Section 5316.

-

MPO welcomes projects that improve access to fixed route service and decrease reliance on
complementary Paratransit. This kind of project is eligible under operating cost for Section
5310.
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Comment #1:
From: Claire Stone
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014
Subject: Re: Call for Projects - Section 5310 Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and Individuals with
Disabilities Program
Thank you for forwarding the attached applications (5310 and 5316) and Coordinated Plan update.
I have three concerns:
1) Since these are federal grants and the process has been announced as a competitive project
selection, please guarantee that no prescreening, disqualification, reading, or scoring will be done by
employees of, or contractors for, any of the grant applicants (City, County, PART, non-profit or private
provider). If you cannot do this, please let me know in writing why some grant applicants will be
screening and scoring their own grants. Also, please make every attempt to include a cross-section of
providers on the scoring team, not just MPO staff from a neighboring MPO, as has been done in the
past.
2) Will the scoring team be weighting their judgements on the entire Coordinated Plan as mandated?
Please add point value criteria for these priorities as specified in the Coordinated Plan :
•

Serving the special needs of transit-dependent populations beyond traditional public
transportation service, where public transportation is insufficient, inappropriate, or unavailable
(such as county trips for other than medical needs, trips that provide added assistance at the
destination, trips provided by volunteers and reimbursement for mileage ...).
0-10 points

•

projects that exceed the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) act. 0-10
points

•

projects that improve access to fixed route service and decrease reliance on complementary
paratransit. 0-10 points

•

projects that are alternatives to public transportation. 0-10 points

There is a history of extreme prejudice against projects that TCC staff has not deemed worthy. We
understand that there is a fear that the money will not be utilized, or that grant recipients will not be
able to match funds or document properly. That is why there should be a close relationship between
the administrator (GTA staff designated) and the grantees. Why can't policies be added, a staff member
hired, equipment purchased (these have been listed as negative in your grant application)?
Successful federal transportation grants in the past have included staff hires and equipment purchased.
What additional hoops will applicants be required to jump through that are not required in most other
MPO's? I would like to remind you that the County transportation also got a grant in the past that went
unused. They continued to be granted these funds nonetheless.
Please make good on your promise stated in this update of the Coordinated Plan: "We understand
the difficulty of non-profit organizations and the efforts of these organizations in providing services
Coordinated Human Services Transportation Plan
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for disabled and senior citizens; therefore, the MPO will provide assistance for non-profit
organizations in application as well as administration."
(Private transportation providers should also be added to that promise.)
Thank you for your help,
Claire Stone

 MPO response:
Thank you for your comment.
Regarding your first concern about prescreening the grant applications, this job has been done by MPO
staff, not by GTA, County, PART, or other applicants. We agree that grant applications cannot score or
screen their own grants. After receiving applications, MPO staff reviews if the applications are eligible
before putting the applications to the scoring process. We guarantee that grant applications cannot
score or screen their own grants.
Regarding your second concern about adding the criteria below in the Coordinated Plan:
•

Serving the special needs of transit-dependent populations beyond traditional public
transportation service, where public transportation is insufficient, inappropriate, or unavailable
(such as county trips for other than medical needs, trips that provide added assistance at the
destination, trips provided by volunteers and reimbursement for mileage ...).
0-10 points

•

projects that exceed the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) act. 0-10
points

•

projects that improve access to fixed route service and decrease reliance on complementary
paratransit. 0-10 points

•

projects that are alternatives to public transportation. 0-10 points

These criteria are the eligible activities under Section 5310: Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and Individuals
with Disabilities Program. We used these criteria to screen the projects. The applications must qualify at
least one of these criteria to be eligible to receive the fund. Therefore, these criteria are already
included in our selection process.
Regarding
“There is a history of extreme prejudice against projects that TCC staff has not deemed worthy. We
understand that there is a fear that the money will not be utilized, or that grant recipients will not be
able to match funds or document properly. That is why there should be a close relationship between the
administrator (GTA staff designated) and the grantees. Why can't policies be added, a staff member
hired, equipment purchased (these have been listed as negative in your grant application)?
Successful federal transportation grants in the past have included staff hires and equipment purchased.
What additional hoops will applicants be required to jump through that are not required in most other
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MPO's? I would like to remind you that the County transportation also got a grant in the past that went
unused. They continued to be granted these funds nonetheless.”
Please let the MPO clarify this statement.
(1) The statement of TCC staff prejudice against past projects is not correct. From 2008 to 2010, the
MPO received applications from all of the eligible agencies, including public organizations and
non-profit organizations. All of the applications were put in the competitive selection process.
Although not all of the submitted projects were awarded, top score projects that were received
funding included both public and non-profit organizations. In 2013, given the reasons that (1) in
2011 and 2012, the MPO just received the applications from Greensboro Transit Authority and
Guilford County TAMS; (2) according to MAP-21, a competitive selection process was not
required; and (3) the MPO received comments from public supporting GTA SCAT services, the
MPO recommended TAC direct the fund in 2013 for GTA and TAMS. However, receiving the
public concern about the eligibility to receive the funding for non-profit organizations, the MPO
updated the Coordinated Plan to include competitive selection process and non-profit
organizations so that they can be eligible to access the funds.
(2) Matching fund is a basic requirement from Federal Transit Authority that the grantees must
have to be eligible to receive the fund. Although GTA is a funding administrator, it is a
responsibility of the grantee to provide matching funds.
(3) The MPO has not created any restrictions about hiring staff or purchasing equipment. Instead it
follows federal eligibility requirements. The requirements and criteria to select the projects that
the MPO developed are based on reviewing FTA’s requirements and criteria used by other
MPOs. Although each MPO has its own criteria and requirements, the difference is not
significant.
(4) Although TAMS had a pattern of spending the money late in the past, GTA has worked with
them and managed to spend the grant funding before it expires.
“Please make good on your promise stated in this update of the Coordinated Plan: "We understand the
difficulty of non-profit organizations and the efforts of these organizations in providing services for
disabled and senior citizens; therefore, the MPO will provide assistance for non-profit organizations in
application as well as administration."
The MPO’s goal is to choose good and effective projects for the benefit of Greensboro and Guilford
County residents. Therefore, the MPO is willing to answer any questions regarding the application and
provide necessary assistance so that the applicants can complete the applications successfully. In
particular, this year, the MPO staff worked very closely with three applicants, answered questions
promptly, helped them review the applications, and provided necessary assistance.
Thank you for taking the time to review the document and make comments.
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Appendix A-4: Ads and Posters
The following pages include ads that were published in two local newspapers and a poster that
was placed on GTA and PART buses, in parking decks and in recreation centers around the City of
Greensboro.
1. Greensboro News & Record advertisement
2. Carolina Peacemaker advertisement
3. Announcement Poster
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Public Notice

Draft Coordinated Human Services Transportation Plan
And
Call for 5310 & 5316 Funded Projects
The Coordinated Human Services Transportation Plan focuses on transportation needs for
seniors and individuals with disabilities. The Plan
prioritizes funding for Section 5310 Enhanced
Mobility for Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities
grant program, and Sections 5316 JARC and 5317
New Freedom grant program funds as they become
available.
The draft Coordinated Plan is available for
public review until June 6, 2014.
The call for projects under Section 5310 is
from May 7 through June 6, 2014, and projects
under 5316 by May 19, 2014.

To Contact Us

www.guampo.org
call: (336) 373-4368
write:
Greensboro Urban
Area MPO
P.O. Box 3136
Greensboro, NC
27402-3136
Comments are
welcome.

Coordinated Human Services Transportation
Plan has been updated to include a competitive
project selection process and to include nonprofit organizations eligible to complete for
available funds.
For more information, for review locations, or to submit comments visit
www.guampo.org
email guampo@greensboro-nc.gov
or call (336)73-4368.
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Appendix A-5: Press Release
The following pages include the text from a press release sent to media outlets around the
region and placed on the City of Greensboro’s website.
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CITY OF GREENSBORO
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Contact: Tram Truong
Phone: 336-373-2903

Coordinated Human Services Transportation Plan Update
and
Call for Projects

GREENSBORO, NC (May 8, 2014) – The Greensboro Urban Area MPO is updating

the Coordinated Human Services Transportation Plan (Coordinated Plan) that
focuses on transportation needs for seniors and individuals with disabilities.

The Coordinated Human Services Transportation Plan has been revised to include
a competitive project selection process and to include non-profit organizations
eligible to complete for available funds.
The Coordinated Plan prioritizes funding for Section 5310 Enhanced Mobility for
Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities grant program, and Sections 5316 JARC
and 5317 New Freedom grant program funds as they become available.
The draft Coordinated Plan is available for public review until June 6, 2014. A call
is out to eligible agencies to submit projects covered by Section 5310 through
June 6, 2014, and projects covered by Section 5316 by May 19, 2014.
The MPO invites public to send the comments about the Draft Coordinated Plan
to MPO by June 6, 2014. The document and survey form are available at
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www.guampo.org. The hard copies are available in the Greensboro Central
Library and Branches, the offices of Greensboro Department of Transportation
and NCDOT Division 7, the Clerk’s Office for Guilford County and the City of
Greensboro, and the libraries at NC A&T State University and UNC-Greensboro.

# # #

The City works with the community to improve the quality of life for residents through inclusion, diversity,
and trust. As the seventh largest employer in Greensboro, the City has a professional staff of about 3,000
employees who maintain the values of honesty, integrity, stewardship, and respect. The City is governed
by a council-manager form of government with a mayor and eight council members. For more information
on the City, visit www.greensboro-nc.gov or call 336-373-CITY (2489).
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Appendix B-1: Executive Summary and Spanish Translation
Introduction
As part of the required outreach listed the Tier 2 planning documents of the Public Participation
Plan for residents with limited-English proficiency, an executive summary of the Coordinated Plan was
created and translated into Spanish. This translation was placed with the copy of the full draft Plan at
the public review locations around Greensboro and Guilford County towns and Commissioner’s Office.
This translation was also available online on the City of Greensboro’s website and a printed copy was
available at the public workshop held on May 20, 2013.
Appendix B-1 includes a copy of the original English version of the Executive Summary for the
public review period and a page explaining how comments could be made. Appendix B-2 includes the
Spanish translation of the Executive Summary and comments page.
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Appendix B-2: Executive Summary (English)
Executive Summary
The Greensboro Urban Area consists of the City of Greensboro, the Towns of Oak Ridge,
Pleasant Garden, Sedalia, Stokesdale, and Summerfield, and much of unincorporated Guilford County. It
is part of the larger Piedmont Triad region of North Carolina, which includes the cities of Winston-Salem,
High Point, and Burlington. This plan focuses specifically on the Greensboro Urban Area, shown in Figure
1.

Figure 1. Greensboro Urban Area Metropolitan Planning Organization boundary.

The Greensboro Urban Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) coordinates
transportation planning and funding between municipalities, the county, the state, and the federal
government. For more details about the area and the MPO visit www.guampo.org.
What is the Coordinated Human Services Transportation Plan?
The Coordinated Human Services Transportation Plan (the “Coordinated Plan”) is a federally
required plan targeting the transportation needs of older adults, individuals with disabilities, and people
with low incomes. For these groups, the Coordinated Plan: (1) assesses the transportation services
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currently available; (2) identifies unmet transportation needs; (3) identifies of coordination actions to
eliminate or reduce duplication in services and strategies for more efficient utilization of resources; (4)
develops strategies, activities, and/or projects to address unmet needs; and (5) develops competitive
selection process by reviewing process, identifying criteria, developing priorities for implementation
based on resources and feasibility of implementation, and ranking projects.
The Coordinated Plan is also used to guide the selection process for discretionary federal transit
grants available to public agencies, non-profits, and private organizations in the Greensboro Urban Area.
The 2014 Update Coordinated Plan covers Federal Fiscal Years 2014 – 2018. The purposes of the
2014 Coordinated Plan Update are (1) to include the competitive selection to select Federal funding
from the Section 5310 Program as well as the Section 5316 and Section 5317 Program funds as may
come available; and (2) include non-profit organizations as eligible to complete for these funding
sources.
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Appendix B-2: Executive Summary (Spanish)
Resumen Ejecutivo
El área urbana Greensboro consiste en la Ciudad de Greensboro, las ciudades de Oak Ridge, Pleasant
Garden, Sedalia, Stokesdale, y Summerfield, y gran parte del área no incorporada del Condado de
Guilford . Es parte de la gran región de Piedmont Triad de Carolina del Norte, que incluye las ciudades de
Winston -Salem, High Point, y Burlington . Este plan se centra específicamente en el área urbana de
Greensboro , que se muestra en la Figura 1 .

Figura 1. Greensboro Área Urbana Organización de Planificación Metropolitana límite.
La Organización de Planificación Metropolitana Greensboro Área Urbana (MPO ) coordina la
planificación del transporte y la financiación entre los municipios , el condado, el estado y el gobierno
federal. Para más detalles sobre la area y la visita MPO www.guampo.org .
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¿Cuál es el Coordinado de Servicios Humanos del Plan de Transporte ?
El Plan Coordinado de Servicios Humanos de Transporte (el "Plan Coordinado ") es un plan requerido por
el gobierno federal orientada a las necesidades de transporte de los adultos mayores , personas con
discapacidad y las personas con bajos ingresos. Para estos grupos, el Plan Coordinado : ( 1 ) evalúa los
servicios de transporte disponibles en la actualidad ; ( 2 ) identifica las necesidades de transporte no
satisfechas ; ( 3 ) identifica las acciones de coordinación para eliminar o reducir la duplicación de
servicios y estrategias para una utilización más eficiente de los recursos ; ( 4 ) desarrolla estrategias,
actividades y / o proyectos para hacer frente a las necesidades no satisfechas ; y ( 5 ) se desarrolla el
proceso de selección competitiva al proceso de revisión, la identificación de criterios , el desarrollo de
las prioridades para la aplicación sobre la base de los recursos y la viabilidad de la aplicación , y clasificar
los proyectos .
El Plan Coordinado también se utiliza para guiar el proceso de selección para las subvenciones de
tránsito federales discrecionales disponibles para las agencias públicas , organizaciones sin fines de lucro
y organizaciones privadas en el área urbana de Greensboro.
La Actualización del Plan Coordinado 2014 cubre federales Años Fiscales 2014 - . 2018 Los efectos de la
actualización del Plan Coordinado 2014 son: (1 ) para incluir la selección por concurso para seleccionar
fondos federales del Programa de la Sección 5310 , así como la Sección 5316 y la Sección 5317 Los
fondos del programa que pueden quedar disponibles; y (2 ) incluir a las organizaciones sin fines de lucro
como elegible para completar para estas fuentes de financiación .
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Appendix C: List of Past JARC, New Freedom, and Enhanced Mobility of Seniors
and Individuals with Disabilities Grant Program Recipients
Section

Sponsor

Service

Award

Guilford County
TAMS

Operating Expenses – Elderly and
Disabled Paratransit

$96,858, operating

Greensboro Transit
Authority

Expand SCAT paratransit service span
hours

$118,382, capital

2013
5310 (New):
Enhanced
Mobility of
Seniors and
Individuals
with
Disabilities
Program

2012
5316: JARC
5317: NF

Guilford County
TAMS
Greensboro Transit
Authority
Greensboro Transit
Authority

24/7 Employment Transportation
Service

$66,640, operating

Career Express Service

$67,913, operating

Expand SCAT paratransit service span
hours

$83,422, operating

2011
5316: JARC
5317: NF

Guilford County
TAMS
Greensboro Transit
Authority
Greensboro Transit
Authority

24/7 Employment Transportation
Service

$59,038, operating

Career Express Service

$144,617, operating

Expand SCAT paratransit service span
hours

$83,422, operating

2010

5316: JARC

Guilford County
TAMS
Greensboro Transit
Authority
Family Service of
the Piedmont, Inc.

5317: NF

Greensboro Transit
Authority
Transportation
Advocacy Center

24/7 Employment Transportation
Service

$70,979, operating

Career Express Service

$62,126, operating

Provide up to 75 small low-interest
loans to low income families to
purchase an automobile.

No. Reason: Low
score

Expand SCAT paratransit service span
hours
Publish 1,500 booklets on how to ride
fixed route and Paratransit services in
the Triad
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$82,922, operating
No. Reason: Low
score
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Adult Center for
Enrichment
Truliant Mobile
Transport

Inventory the existing non-profit
transportation providers in the
Greensboro area, and to develop an
alternative model for Greensboro
Provide demand-response Paratransit
service during the hours in which SCAT
does not operate

No. Reason: Low
score
No. Reason: Low
score

2009
5316: JARC

5317: NF

Guilford County
TAMS
Greensboro Transit
Authority
Greensboro Transit
Authority
Joy A. Shabazz
Center for
Independent Living

24/7 Employment Transportation
Service

$43,840, capital
$33.640, operating

Career Express Service

$62,126, operating

Purchase Mobile Data Terminals to
improve SCAT vehicle tracking and
operational efficiency
Greensboro Area Travel Education
(GATE)APPLICANT WITHDREW AWARD

$65,441, capital
$19,121, capital 1

2006 - 2008
5316: JARC

Guilford County
TAMS
Greensboro Transit
Authority
Joy A. Shabazz Center
for Independent
Living, Lifespan, &
Transportation
Advocacy Center

5317: NF

Greensboro Transit
Authority
Guilford County
TAMS & the
Shepherds Center of
Greensboro

24/7 Employment Transportation
Service

$190,515, operating

SCAT paratransit vehicles

$72,000, capital

Establish a travel training program –
(Utilized $11,169.99;
Withdrew $4,648.01)

$15,818, capital 2

Purchase Mobile Data Terminals to
improve SCAT vehicle tracking and
operational efficiency
Establish a Shepherd’s Wheels satellite
location in SE Guilford County
–
APPLICANT WITHDREW AWARD

1

$19,121 was reallocated to GTA
$4,648.01 was reallocated to GTA
3
$5,830 was reallocated to GTA
2
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$192,000, capital

$5,830, operations 3

Appendix D
Designated Recipient Request and MPO
Resolution

RESOLUTION APPROVING THE CITY OF GREENSBORO AS THE
DESIGNATED RECIPIENT FOR ELDERLY PERSONS AND PERSONS WITH
DISABILITIES PROGRAM (SECTION 5310) FUNDING
A motion was made by TAC Member Marikay Abuzuaiter and seconded by TAC Member
_Zach Matheny for the adoption of the following resolution, which upon being put to a vote was duly adopted.
WHEREAS, the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21) moved the New Freedom (Section
5317) program under the Elderly Persons and Persons with Disabilities Program (Section 5310); and
WHEREAS, federal law designates the State of North Carolina as the recipient and administrator of Elderly Persons
and Persons with Disabilities funds; and
WHEREAS, in order for the Greensboro Urban Area to receive federal funds for the Elderly Persons and Persons
with Disabilities programs, the administrative recipient of funds allocated to the urbanized area must be designated by
the Governor of North Carolina; and
WHEREAS, the City of Greensboro already administers other FTA funding programs through the Greensboro
Transit Authority and has the administrative and financial capacity to administer these funds as well; and
WHEREAS, the MPO has consulted with responsible local officials and publicly owned operators of public
transportation in recommending this designation; and
WHEREAS, a Coordinated Human Services Transportation Plan must be adopted and a competitive selection
process established in order for the designated recipient for the Greensboro Urban Area to receive these federal
funds; and
WHEREAS, the agency leading the planning process for the Coordinated Human Services Transportation Plan is
decided locally and does not have to be the designated recipient; and
WHEREAS, the designated recipient is responsible for conducting the competitive selection process for Section 5310
funds but may establish alternative arrangements to administer and conduct the competitive process; and
WHEREAS, the MPO, local transportation providers, human service agencies, and interested stakeholders concur
that the MPO shall serve as the lead agency for the Coordinated Human Services Transportation Plan and the
competitive project selection process;

March 20, 2013

Resolution Assigning Designated Recipient
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Appendix E
Adopting Resolutions

RESOLUTION ADOPTING THE
COORDINATED HUMAN SERVICES TRANSPORTATION PLAN
Zack Matheny
A motion was made by TAC Member _____________________
and seconded by TAC Member
Jamal
Fox
_____________________ for the adoption of the following resolution, which upon being put to a vote was
duly adopted.

WHEREAS, the Transportation Advisory Committee recognizes the importance of human service transportation
within the Greensboro Metropolitan Planning Area; AND
WHEREAS, the Moving Ahead for Progress in the Twenty-First Century (MAP-21) Act requires a locally-developed,
MPO-approved coordinated plan; AND
WHEREAS, an update to the 2013 Coordinated Human Services Transportation Plan is necessary to include a
competitive selection process and funding eligibility for non-profit organizations; AND
WHEREAS, the Coordinated Human Services Transportation Plan identifies the transportation needs of individuals
with disabilities, older adults, and people with low incomes and establishes strategies and priorities for serving these
needs; AND
WHEREAS, the process of developing this plan included input from diverse transportation service providers and
human service agencies; AND
WHEREAS, the process included appropriate public participation efforts, including a public workshop before
updating the Plan, two public review periods including an initial 7-day public review period for public to comment on
how they want to change the Coordinated Plan, and a 30-day public comment period to review a draft plan; AND
WHEREAS, the plan is consistent with the MPO’s 2035 Long Range Transportation Plan Update and provides a
flexible set of recommendations well suited to adaptation and refinement through time;
NOW, THEREFORE, be it resolved, by the Greensboro Urban Area Transportation Advisory Committee, to
adopt the Coordinated Human Services Transportation Plan for the Greensboro Urban Area, dated June 23, 2014, on
this, the 23rd day of June, 2014.

June 23, 2014

Resolution Adopting the Coordinated Plan
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